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Part 1—Application and Operation
1.

Title
This Agreement is the Darwin Private Hospital – Nurses and Midwives – Enterprise
Agreement – 2021-2024.

2.

Commencement
This Agreement will commence operation seven days after this Agreement is approved by
the FWC. This Agreement will operate until1 July 2024.

3.

Definitions
3.1

In this Agreement, unless the contrary intention appears:
Act, means the Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth)
Agreement, means the Darwin Private Hospital - Nurses and Midwives – Enterprise
Agreement 2021 – 2024.
Employee, means a nurse or midwife employed by the Employer.
Employer, means Healthscope Operations Pty Ltd (ACN 006 405 152) of Level 1,
312 St Kilda Road, Melbourne VIC 3004, trading as Darwin Private Hospital
FWC, means the Fair Work Commission.
NES, means the National Employment Standards as contained in sections 59 to 131
of the Act.

Public Holiday, means New Years Day, Australia Day, Good Friday, Easter
Saturday, Easter Monday, Anzac Day, May Day, Queen's Birthday, Picnic Day
(1st Monday in August), Show Day, Christmas Day, Boxing Day and any other
day proclaimed or gazetted by the Northern Territory Government from time to
time.
Union, means the Australian Nursing and Midwifery Federation, Northern Territory
Branch.

4.

Coverage
This Agreement covers Employees of the Employer employed in the Northern Territory
in the classifications detailed in Schedule A to this Agreement.

5.

Access to the Agreement
The Employer must ensure that copies of this Agreement are available to all Employees to
whom it applies either on a noticeboard which is conveniently located at or near the
workplace or through electronic means, whichever makes them more accessible.

6.

No Extra Claims
The parties agree that they will not, for the period of this Agreement, pursue any other
claims, in relation to wages or any other terms and conditions of employment or take any
steps to terminate or replace this Agreement without the consent of the other party.

7.

Relationship to the National Employment Standards
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The NES and this Agreement contain the minimum conditions of employment for
Employees covered by this Agreement. Where any provision of this Agreement is
detrimental compared with the NES of the Act, then the NES will apply, to the extent of
the detrimental provision, over the terms of the Agreement.

8.

Purpose of this Agreement
This Agreement has been developed to replace the Darwin Private Hospital – Nurses
& Midwives Enterprise Agreement 2018-2020 (Prior Enterprise Agreement).

9.

Agreement Flexibility
9.1 The Employer and Employees covered by this Agreement may agree to make an
individual flexibility arrangement to vary the effect of terms of the Agreement if:
(a)
the arrangement deals with 1 or more of the following matters:
(i)
arrangements for when work is performed;
(ii)

overtime rates;

(iii)

penalty rates;

(iv)

allowances; and

(v)

leave loading.

(b)

the arrangement meets the genuine needs of the Employer and Employee in
relation to 1 or more of the matters mentioned in paragraph 9.1(a); and

(c)

the arrangement is genuinely agreed to by the Employer and Employee.

9.2 The Employer must ensure that the terms of the individual flexibility arrangement:
(a)
are about permitted matters under section 172 of the Act;
(b)

are not unlawful terms under section 194 of the Act; and

(c)

result in the Employee being better off overall than the Employee would be
if no arrangement was made.

9.3 The Employer must ensure that the individual flexibility arrangement:
(a)
is in writing;

9.4

(b)

includes the name of the Employer and Employee;

(c)

is signed by the Employer and Employee and if the Employee is under 18
years of age, signed by a parent or guardian of the Employee; and

(d)

includes details of:
(i)

the terms of the Agreement that will be varied by the arrangement;

(ii)

how the arrangement will vary the effect of the terms;

(iii)

how the Employee will be better off overall in relation to the terms
and conditions of his or her employment as a result of the
arrangement; and

(iv)

states the day on which the arrangement commences.

The Employer must give the Employee a copy of the individual flexibility
arrangement within 14 days after it is agreed to.

9.5 The Employer or Employee may terminate the individual flexibility arrangement:
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(a)

by giving no more than 28 days written notice to the other party to the
arrangement; or

(b)

if the Employer and Employee agree in writing, at any time.

Part 2—Consultation and Dispute Resolution
10.

Consultation
10.1 This clause applies if the Employer:
(a)
has made a definite decision to introduce a major change to production,
program, organisation, structure or technology in relation to its enterprise that
is likely to have a significant effect on the Employees; or
(b)

10.2

proposes to introduce a change to the regular roster or ordinary hours of work
of Employees.

Major change
10.3 For a major change referred to in paragraph 10.1(a):
(a)
the Employer must notify the relevant Employees, and Union of the decision
to introduce the major change; and
(b)

subclauses 10.4 to 10.10 apply.

10.4 The relevant Employees may appoint a representative for the purposes of the
procedures in this term.
10.5 If:
(a)

a relevant Employee appoints, or relevant Employees appoint, a
representative for the purposes of consultation; and

(b)

the Employee or Employees advise the Employer of the identity of the
representative,

(c)

the Employer must recognise the representative.

10.6 As soon as practicable after making its decision, the Employer must:
(a)
discuss with the relevant Employees:
(i)
the introduction of the change;

(b)

(ii)

the effect the change is likely to have on the Employees; and

(iii)

measures the Employer is taking to avert or mitigate the adverse effect
of the change on the Employees.

for the purposes of the discussion, provide, in writing, to the relevant
Employees:
(i)
all relevant information about the change including the nature of the
change proposed;
(ii)

information about the expected effects of the change on the
Employees; and

(iii)

any other matters likely to affect the Employees.

10.7 However, the Employer is not required to disclose confidential or commercially
sensitive information to the relevant Employees.
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10.8 The Employer must give prompt and genuine consideration to matters raised about
the major change by the relevant Employees.
10.9 If a term in this Agreement provides for a major change to production, program,
organisation, structure or technology in relation to the enterprise of the Employer,
the requirements set out in paragraph (10.2)(a) and subclauses (10.3) and (10.5) are
taken not to apply.
10.10 In this term, a major change is likely to have a significant effect on Employees if it
results in:
(a)
the termination of the employment of Employees;

(h)

(b)

major change to the composition, operation or size of the Employer's
workforce or to the skills required of Employees;

(c)

the elimination or diminution of job opportunities (including opportunities
for promotion or tenure);

(d)

the alteration of hours of work;

(e)

the need to retrain Employees;

(f)

the need to relocate Employees to another workplace; or

(g)

the restructuring of jobs.

Change to regular roster or ordinary hours of work.
10.11For a change referred to in paragraph 10.1(b) :
(a)

the Employer must notify the relevant Employees of the proposed change;
and

(b)

subclauses 10.12 to 10.16 apply.

10.12 The relevant Employees may appoint a representative for the purposes of the
procedures in this term.
10.13 If:
(a)
a relevant Employee appoints, or relevant Employees appoint, a
representative for the purposes of consultation;
(b)
(c)

the Employee or Employees advise the Employer of the identity of the
representative; and
the Employer must recognise the representative.

10.14 As soon as practicable after proposing to introduce the change, the Employer must:
(a)
discuss with the relevant Employees the introduction of the change; and
(b)
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for the purposes of the discussion--provide to the relevant Employees:
(i)

all relevant information about the change, including the nature of the
change;

(ii)

information about what the Employer reasonably believes will be the
effects of the change on the Employees;

(iii)

information about any other matters that the Employer reasonably
believes are likely to affect the Employees; and

(iv)

invite the relevant Employees to give their views about the impact of
the change (including any impact in relation to their family or caring
responsibilities).

10.15However, the Employer is not required to disclose confidential or commercially
sensitive information to the relevant Employees.
10.16The Employer must give prompt and genuine consideration to matters raised about
the change by the relevant Employees.
10.17In this clause: "relevant Employees” means the Employees who may be affected by
a change referred to in subclause (10.1).

11.

Dispute resolution
11.1 It is the objective of the parties to this Agreement to avoid or resolve disputes or
grievances by constructive negotiation and discussions at the enterprise level. In
order to achieve this objective, full consultation will occur with Employees when it
is proposed to make changes that may affect the manner in which work is performed.
The settlement of any dispute between an Employee, or Employees, and the
Employer will be resolved in a climate characterised by co-operation, mutual respect
and open communication directly between management, staff and their
representatives to ensure that patients are not inconvenienced and their care is not
interrupted.
11.2 If a dispute relates to:
(a)
a matter arising under the agreement; or
(b)

the NES;

this term sets out procedures to settle the dispute.
11.3 An Employee who is a party to the dispute may appoint a representative for the
purposes of the procedures in this term.
11.4 In the first instance, the parties to the dispute must try to resolve the dispute at the
workplace level, by discussions between the Employee or Employees and relevant
supervisors and/or management.
11.5 If discussions at the workplace level do not resolve the dispute, a party to the dispute
may refer the matter to FWC.
11.6 The FWC may deal with the dispute in 2 stages:
(a)
the FWC will first attempt to resolve the dispute as it considers appropriate,
including by mediation, conciliation, expressing an opinion or making a
recommendation; and
(b)

if the FWC is unable to resolve the dispute at the first stage, the FWC may
then:
(i)
arbitrate the dispute; and
(ii)

(i)
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make a determination that is binding on the parties.

Note: If FWC arbitrates the dispute, it may also use the powers that are available
to it under the Act.
A decision that FWC makes when arbitrating a dispute is a decision for the

purpose of Div 3 of Part 5.1 of the Act. Therefore, an appeal may be made
against the decision.
11.7 While the parties are trying to resolve the dispute using the procedures in this term:
(a)
an Employee must continue to perform his or her work as he or she would
normally unless he or she has a reasonable concern about an imminent risk
to his or her health or safety; and
(b)

an Employee must comply with a direction given by the Employer to perform
other available work at the same workplace, or at another workplace, unless:
(i)
the work is not safe;
(ii)

applicable occupational health and safety legislation would not permit
the work to be performed;

(iii)

the work is not appropriate for the Employee to perform; or

(iv)

there are other reasonable grounds for the Employee to refuse to
comply with the direction.

11.8 The parties to the dispute agree to be bound by a decision made by FWC in
accordance with this term.

Part 3—Types of Employment and Termination of Employment
12.

Types of employment
12.1 Employment categories
Employees under this Agreement will be employed in one of the following
categories:
(a)

full-time;

(b)

part-time; or

(c)

casual.

At the time of engagement, the Employer will inform each Employee whether they
are employed on a full-time, part-time or casual basis. The Employer may direct the
Employee to carry out such duties that are within the limits of the Employee’s skill,
competence and training, consistent with the respective classification.
12.2 Full-time employment
A full-time Employee is one who is engaged to work 38 hours per week or an average
of 38 hours per week pursuant to clause 23.1 of this Agreement.
12.3 Part-time employment
(a)
A part-time employee is an Employee who is engaged to work less than 38
hours per week or an average of less than 38 ordinary hours per week and
whose hours of work are reasonably predictable.
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(b)

Before commencing part-time employment, the Employer and Employee will
agree in writing, the guaranteed minimum number of hours to be worked and
the rostering arrangements which may apply to those hours.

(c)

The terms of the agreement may be varied by agreement and recorded in
writing.

(d)

The terms of this Agreement will apply on a pro rata basis to part-time
Employees on the basis of the ordinary weekly hours for full-time
Employees.

12.4 Casual employment
(a)
A casual employee is an Employee engaged as such on an hourly basis.

13.

(b)

A casual employee will be paid an hourly rate equal to the full-time rate
appropriate to the Employee’s classification plus a casual loading of 25%.

(c)

A casual employee will be paid a minimum of three hours pay for each
engagement.

(d)

A casual employee will be paid shift allowances calculated on the ordinary
rate of pay excluding the casual loading with the casual loading component
then added to the penalty rate of pay. A casual employee is entitled to receive
the appropriate allowances contained in this Agreement.

(e)

A casual employee is not entitled to any leave unless expressly provided by
this Agreement or the NES.

Termination of employment
13.1 Notice of termination is provided for in the NES and this clause is intended to reflect
the NES.
13.2 The periods of notice of termination in this clause do not apply to casual Employees
as defined at subclause 12.4.
13.3 Termination at the Employer’s initiative
(a)
Notice of termination will be as provided for subclause 13.4 herein.
(b)

Where circumstances may lead to termination of employment by the
Employer, on any grounds the relevant policies and procedures of the
Employer must be followed before employment may be terminated.

(c)

Nothing in this Agreement prevents the Employer from terminating the
employment of an Employee for serious misconduct, without further notice
or payment in lieu, in accordance with section 123(1)(b) of the Act.

(d)

The Employer will give the Employee notice in writing by:
(i)
delivering it personally;
(ii)

leaving it at the Employee's last known address; or

(iii)

sending it by pre-paid post to the Employee's last known address.

13.4 Minimum Notice Period Given By the Employer
(a)
The minimum period of notice is set out below:
Employee’s period of continuous service Notice period
Not more than 1 year

1 week

More than 1 year but not more than 3 years 2 weeks
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3 years but not more than 5 years

3 weeks

More than 5 years

4 weeks

(b)

Employees over 45 years of age with at least two (2) years’ continuous
service will be entitled to an additional one week’s notice.

13.5 Payment in Lieu of Notice.
(a) The Employer may elect to pay the Employee payment in lieu of notice of at least
the amount the Employer would have been liable to pay to the Employee at the full
rate of pay for the hours the Employee would have worked had the employment
continued until the end of the minimum period of notice.
13.6 Notice of termination by an Employee
(a)
The notice of termination required to be given by the Employee is the same
as that required of the Employer except that there is no requirement on the
Employee to give additional notice based on the age of the Employee
concerned. If the Employee fails to give the required notice the Employer
may withhold up to one week of wages due to the Employee on termination
under this Agreement or the NES.
(b)

The obligation for an Employee to provide notice may be waived by the
Employer.

13.7 Job search entitlement
Where the Employer has given notice of termination to an Employee, an Employee
must be allowed up to one day’s time off without loss of pay for the purpose of
seeking other employment. The time off is to be taken at times that are convenient
to the Employee after consultation with the Employer.

14.

Redundancy
14.1 Redundancy pay is provided for based on the following table:
Employee’s period of continuous
Redundancy pay
service with the Employer on
period
termination
At least 1 year but less than 2 years
4 weeks
At least 2 years but less than 3 years
6 weeks
At least 3 years but less than 4 years
7 weeks
At least 4 years but less than 5 years
8 weeks
At least 5 years but less than 6 years
10 weeks
At least 6 years but less than 7 years
11 weeks
At least 7 years but less than 8 years
13 weeks
At least 8 years but less than 9 years
14 weeks
At least 9 years but less than 10 years
16 weeks
At least 10 years
12 weeks
14.2 Transfer to lower paid duties
Where an Employee is transferred to lower paid duties by reason of redundancy, the
same period of notice must be given as the Employee would have been entitled to if
the employment had been terminated and the Employer may, at the Employer’s
option, make payment instead of an amount equal to the difference between the
former ordinary time rate of pay and the ordinary time rate of pay for the number of
weeks of notice still owing.
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14.3 Employee leaving during notice period
An Employee given notice of termination in circumstances of redundancy may
terminate their employment during the period of notice. The Employee is entitled to
receive the benefits and payments they would have received under this clause had
they remained in employment until the expiry of the notice, but is not entitled to
payment instead of notice.
14.4 Job search entitlement
(a)
An Employee given notice of termination in circumstances of redundancy
must be allowed up to one day’s time off without loss of pay during each
week of notice for the purpose of seeking other employment.
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(b)

If the Employee has been allowed paid leave for more than one day during
the notice period for the purpose of seeking other employment, the Employee
must, at the request of the Employer, produce proof of attendance at an
interview or they will not be entitled to payment for the time absent. For this
purpose a statutory declaration is sufficient.

(c)

This entitlement applies instead of clause 13.7 in circumstances of
redundancy.

Part 4—Minimum Wages and Related Matters
15.

Classifications

Classification definitions are set out in Schedule A. Employers must advise their Employees in
writing of their classification upon commencement and of any subsequent changes to their
classification.

16.

Minimum weekly wages
Wage rates and agreed annual increases are set out in Schedule B.

17.

Progression through pay points
17.1 On appointment, Employees will be advised in writing of their classification level.
The appropriate salary increment on appointment is determined by reference to the
full-time service, or number of hours of full-time equivalent service (being 1976
hours per annum), in a Level at least equal to that in which the Employee is to be
employed.
17.2 Employees will automatically progress through pay points subject to meeting the full
time equivalent hours referred to in clause 17.1, above. For the sake of clarity an
employee will only progress through a pay point once per annum on the basis of
hours worked.
17.3 Where an Employee has been previously employed at a higher Level, service in such
higher Level counts as service in the lower Level for the purpose of determining such
Employee’s appropriate incremental step.
17.4 When non-disclosure to the Employer of previous service is not by virtue of
deliberate misrepresentation that previous service will only be taken into account in
determining the Employee’s position on the relevant scale from the time that it is
made known to the Employer.

18.

Allowances
The following allowances do not apply to Employees classified at NTRN 4.
18.1 In-Charge Allowance
(a) Where a Registered Nurse below the level of Registered Nurse Level 2 is performing
a Ward or Unit duty on a shift, they may be designated as the Nurse in Charge. A
designated nurse shall, for the period they are in charge, receive the rate of pay
applicable to a Registered Nurse Level 2 Year 1. This allowance shall only be
applicable when there is no on-duty Nurse Unit Manager or Supervisor for that Ward
or Unit.
18.2 Lead Apron Allowance
A Lead Apron Allowance of $8.00 per shift will be paid to Employees who are
required to wear a Lead Apron. The Employer will manage work practices to ensure
that wherever practicable, Employees will not wear lead aprons for more than one
hour without a ten minute break.
18.3 Higher Duties Allowance
(a)
A Registered Nurse required to act in a higher position and assume the role
of that position's incumbent shall, while so employed, be entitled to a higher
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duties payment and conditions at the base level of the classification of the
position in which the Registered Nurse is acting.
(b)

No payment for higher duties shall be automatic and only the staff member
required to perform the higher duties shall receive the higher duties
allowance.

(c)

Once an Employee has performed higher duties for a continuous period that
is equivalent to full-time service (i.e. 1,976 ordinary hours in a twelve month
period), the Employee shall advance to the next increment level for the
classification in which the Employee is acting. (For example, a part-time
Employee who works 19 hours per week will not receive the incremental
payment increase until they have completed 1,976 hours, a period of 104
weeks).

18.4 Certificate Allowance
(a)
A Certificate Allowance equal to 5% of base salary of the individual nurse
will be paid to nurses who hold post-graduate certificates or post-graduate
diplomas from recognised tertiary institutions or hospitals.
(b)

To be eligible for this payment the certificate must be appropriate to current
work at the Employer and authorised by the Director of Nursing. Payment
will be from the first full pay period on or after date of production of an
acceptable certificate.

(c)

The certificate allowance will be paid fortnightly with the normal pays,
calculated on the hours worked in that pay period.

(d)

Enrolled Nurses who hold and maintain medication administration
endorsement, who have completed approved courses and who, through the
normal course of their duties utilise this qualification will be paid a skills
allowance. This will be 5% of their base salary calculated at ordinary time
rate, calculated on the hours worked each pay period

18.5 Meal Allowance
(a)
An Employee will be paid $13.78 as a meal allowance in the following
situations (unless the Employer provides the Employee with a meal in those
situations), where an Employee:
(i)
completes his or her ordinary duties and subsequently is required to
perform extra duties without a meal break, and those extra duties
continue to the completion of, or beyond the next meal break;
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(ii)

is required to perform extra duties after the completion of his or her
ordinary duties and subsequently has a meal break, but is not entitled
to be paid for that break;

(iii)

is required to perform duty before the commencement of ordinary
duties and has a meal break before the commencement of ordinary
duties, but is not entitled to payment for that break; or

(iv)

is required to perform duty on a Saturday, Sunday, public holiday or
rostered day off (in addition to their normal fortnightly hours of duty)
extending beyond a meal break and is not entitled to payment for that
break.

19.

Salary Packaging
19.1 Employees may access a salary package with the Employer by arranging a salary
sacrifice for specific items. Salary packages will apply for the life of this Agreement.
It is agreed that costs associated with salary packaging are to be borne by the
Employee.
19.2 The calculation of superannuation will be based on the gross amount of salary before
packaging.
19.3 Should salary packaging have to be altered in a substantial way as a consequence of
legislative change or changes to the tax status of the Employer and as a result there
is an increase in costs to the Employer, the terms of salary packaging shall be open
to renegotiation or discontinued, at the option of the Employer.

20.

Payment of wages
20.1 Wages must be paid fortnightly unless otherwise mutually agreed up to a monthly
maximum period.
20.2 Employees will be paid by electronic funds transfer, as determined by the Employer,
into the bank or financial institution account nominated by the Employee.
20.3 When notice of termination of employment has been given by an Employee or an
Employee’s services have been terminated by the Employer, payment of all wages
and other monies owing to an Employee will be made to the Employee.

21.

On-Call and Recall
21.1 General Provisions
(a)
This clause shall not apply to an Employee who holds the position of, or is
performing the duties of a Registered Nurse Level 4. This clause shall also
apply to a Registered Nurse Level 3 or an Employee who has entered into a
written agreement with the Employer for a salary in excess of that payable
under this Agreement.
(b)

Employees who are rostered to be on-call at their Private residence, or any
other mutually agreed place, shall receive $3.83 per hour for each hour for
which they are rostered to be on-call. This amount will be adjusted in line
with the quantum and timing of the base wage rate increases set out in
Schedule B.

21.2 No payment for failure to respond to recall
Employees who are rostered to be on-call and who are not able to be contacted or
who fail to respond to a recall, shall not be entitled to any payment for the period that
they were rostered on-call.
21.3 Employees recalled to duty whether rostered to be on call or not
(a)
Except on public holidays and Sundays, Employees who are rostered to be
on-call and who are recalled to duty shall be paid a minimum of two (2) hours
at the rate of 50% in addition to their ordinary time rate. The time spent
travelling to and from the place of duty shall be deemed to be time worked.
(b)
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In the case of a recall occurring on public holidays and Sundays, the
Employee shall be paid a minimum of two hours at the rate of 100% in
addition to their ordinary time rate.

(c)

Where an Employee (regardless of whether they are rostered to be on call –
or not) is recalled to duty and is required to work more than 1 and 1/2 hours,
they shall be paid 100% in addition to their ordinary time rate for any
additional time after one and a half hours.

(d)

Where an Employee (regardless of whether rostered to be on-call or not) is
recalled to duty, they shall be paid an additional one hour of pay in
recognition of travel time and expense. This is to be paid at 50% in addition
to their ordinary time rate.

(e)

The exceptions to this are public holidays as per subclause 21.1 (c) and
Sundays when they shall be paid a minimum of two hours at the rate of 100%
in addition to their ordinary time rate from the commencement of duty.

21.4 Employee Not Rostered to Be On-Call and Recall to Duty
An Employee who is not rostered to be on-call and who is recalled to duty shall be
paid a minimum of two hours at the rate of 50% in addition to their ordinary time
rate. In the case of the recall occurring on public holidays and Sundays, then they
shall be paid a minimum of two hours at the rate of 100% in addition to their ordinary
time rate. The time spent travelling to and from the place of duty shall be deemed to
be time worked.
21.5 No obligation to work two hour minimum
An Employee recalled to duty shall not be obliged to work for the two hours if the
work for which the Employee is recalled is completed in less than two hours provided
that if an Employee is called out again within that two hour recall period the
Employee shall not be entitled to any further payment for the time worked within
that period of two hours.

22.

Superannuation
22.1 Superannuation legislation
(a)
Superannuation legislation, including the Superannuation Guarantee
(Administration) Act 1992 (Cth), the Superannuation Guarantee Charge Act
1992 (Cth), the Superannuation Industry (Supervision) Act 1993 (Cth) and
the Superannuation (Resolution of Complaints) Act 1993 (Cth), deals with
the superannuation rights and obligations of the Employers and Employees.
Under superannuation legislation individual Employees generally have the
opportunity to choose their own superannuation fund.
(b)

Where an Employee does not choose a superannuation fund that complies
with superannuation legislation within 4 weeks of commencing employment,
the Employer will pay superannuation contributions into the Employee's
stapled super fund as directed by the Australian Tax Office (ATO).

(c)

If an Employee does not choose a superannuation fund in accordance with
subclause 22.1(b) above, and a stapled super fund is not identified by the
ATO, the default fund to which superannuation contributions will be made
will be the Health Employees Superannuation Trust Australia (HESTA).

(d)

The rights and obligations in these clauses supplement those in
superannuation legislation.

22.2 Employer contributions
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The Employer must make such superannuation contributions to a superannuation
fund for the benefit of an Employee as will avoid the Employer being required to pay
the superannuation guarantee charge under superannuation legislation with respect
to that Employee.
22.3 Voluntary Employee contributions
(a)
Subject to the governing rules of the relevant superannuation fund, an
Employee may, in writing, authorise the Employer to pay on behalf of the
Employee a specified amount from the post-taxation wages of the Employee
into the same superannuation fund as the Employer makes the superannuation
contributions provided for in clause 22.2.
(b)

An Employee may adjust the amount the Employee has authorised their
Employer to pay from the wages of the Employee from the first of the month
following the giving of three months’ written notice to their Employer.

(c)

The Employer must pay the amount authorised under clauses 22.3(a) or (b)
no later than 28 days after the end of the month in which the deduction
authorised under clauses 22.3(a) or (b) was made.

Part 5—Hours of Work and Related Matters
23.

Ordinary hours of work
23.1 The hours for an ordinary week’s work, exclusive of meal breaks, are 38, or an
average of 38 per week and must be worked either:
(a)

by mutual agreement in a week of four days in shifts of not more than ten
hours each;

(b)

by mutual agreement, provided that the length of any ordinary shift does not
exceed ten hours;

(c)

in 76 hours per fortnight to be worked as not more than ten days of more than
eight hours each; or

(d)

in 152 hours per four-week period to be worked as nineteen days each of
eight hours, over a twenty day or shift cycle.

23.2 Each Employee must have two whole consecutive days off in each week, provided
that, in lieu of two whole days off in each week, an Employee may be allowed, in
each fortnightly period either one day off in one week and three consecutive days off
in the other week, or four consecutive days off provided that less than 10 consecutive
days may be worked at any time unless mutually agreed.
23.3 The hours of work will be continuous, except for meal breaks. Except for the regular
changeover of shifts, an Employee will not be required to work more than one shift
in each 24 hours.

24.

Span of hours
The ordinary hours of work for a day worker will be between 6.00 am and 6.00 pm Monday
to Friday.

25.

Rest breaks between rostered work
An Employee will be allowed a rest break of 9.5 hours between the completion of one
ordinary work period or shift and the commencement of another ordinary work period or
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shift. The Employer and an individual Employee may agree in writing to reduce the break
between shifts to 9 hours using the form contained in Appendix 1.

26.

Rostering
26.1 A roster setting out the Employee's days off duty and starting and finishing times
shall be displayed in a place conveniently accessible to Employees 14 days before
the commencement of each roster period, for those Employees not engaged to
perform work within the Theatre.
26.2 Employees, engaged to perform work within the Theatre, will have their rosters
posted seven days before the commencement of each roster period.
26.3 Once the roster has been posted, it shall be alterable at any time with the consent of
the Employee, or if it is rendered necessary by the absence of other Employees from
duty or other workplace demands.
26.4 Provided that in the instance of any prospective permanent alteration at least 7 days’
notice must be given to the Employee.
26.5 The system of rostering and employment does not make provision for the accrual of
credits towards an Accrued Day Off (ADO).

27.

Twelve Hour Shifts
27.1 The following criteria shall apply to the introduction of 12 hour shifts:
(a)
12 hour shifts will only be introduced in units where there has been full
consultation with the Employees affected and the Employees affected agree
to the introduction of the proposed 12 hour shift system;
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(b)

any Employee who does not wish to work under the 12 hour shift system may
work a mutually agreed alternative shift system in the unit;

(c)

the span of hours must not exceed 12.5 hours;

(d)

The maximum night shifts must not exceed of three consecutive 12 hour night
shifts;

(e)

there must be a minimum break of 11.5 hours rostered between each 12 hour
shift;

(f)

Employees must be allowed either two 30 minutes or one 60 minute meal
break, of which the first 30 minutes is unpaid and the second 30 minutes is
paid. In addition to the meal breaks, employees must be allowed either two
10 minute or one 20 minute paid tea break;

(g)

the Employer must notify the Employees and their workplace representatives,
if any, of the implementation of the 12 hour shifts at least one month prior to
commencing the new arrangements. The details of that notification must
indicate the number of staff involved, the section of the hospital involved and
the Agreement provisions, which need to be overridden.

(h)

there must be an evaluation process at the completion of the first 3 months,
or sooner if the Employer and affected Employees agree. Aspects, which are
to be considered in the evaluation process, are to include work health and
safety data, sick leave patterns and the frequency of overtime.

28.

(i)

the Employees and their workplace representatives, if any, are to be notified
of the outcome of the evaluation process;

(j)

nothing contained in this subclause shall prevent an individual Employee and
the Employer reaching mutual agreement to that individual working 12 hour
shifts.

Saturday and Sunday work
28.1 Where an Employee is rostered to work ordinary hours between midnight Friday and
midnight Saturday, the Employee will be paid a loading of 50% of their ordinary rate
of pay for the hours worked during this period.
28.2 Where an Employee is rostered to work ordinary hours between midnight Saturday
and midnight Sunday, the Employee will be paid a loading of 75% of their ordinary
rate of pay for the hours worked during this period.
28.3 The penalty rates prescribed in paragraphs 28.1 and 28.2 are in addition to the casual
loading prescribed in 12.4(b).

29.

Breaks
29.1 Meal breaks
(a)
Each Employee must be allowed a meal break of not less than thirty minutes,
nor more than one hour, which time will not be paid, for each period of five
hours continuous duty, exclusive of meal times.
(b)

An Employer and Employee may agree to any variation of this clause to meet
the circumstances of the work in hand.

29.2 Tea breaks
At a time suitable to the Employer one rest interval of fifteen minutes must be given
to an Employee during each day or rostered shift of at least five hours. An Employee
will be granted a further rest interval of fifteen minutes for each additional period of
not less than three hours' work. Such rest intervals count as time worked

30.

Overtime
30.1 Overtime penalty rates
(a)
Where an Employee is required, by the Employer, to work in excess of the
ordinary hours on any day or shift prescribed in clause 23—Ordinary hours
of work, are to be paid as follows:
(i)
Monday to Saturday (inclusive)—time and a half for the first three
(3) hours and double time thereafter;

(b)

(ii)

Sunday—double time; and

(iii)

Public holidays (as defined at Clause 3.1)—double time and a half.

Overtime penalties as prescribed in clause 30.1(a) do not apply to Registered
Nurse Level 4 and above.

Overtime rates under this clause will be in substitution for and not cumulative upon
the shift and weekend premiums prescribed in clause 28— and clause 31—
Shiftwork.
30.2 Part-time employees
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All time worked by part-time employees in excess of the rostered daily ordinary fulltime hours will be overtime and will be paid as prescribed in clause 30.1(a). For
avoidance of doubt, where a part-time employee works an additional shift over and
above their contracted hours, but their aggregate hours is below 76 hours per
fortnight then the additional hours will be paid at part-time rates`. Ongoing accrual
of normal entitlements associated with part-time hours shall apply in these
circumstances.
30.3 Time off instead of payment for overtime
(a)
An Employee and Employer may agree to the Employee taking time off
instead of being paid for a particular amount of overtime that has been
worked by the Employee, including time worked when recalled.
(b)

The period of time off that an Employee is entitled to take is equivalent to the
overtime payment that would have been made.

(c)

EXAMPLE: By making an agreement under clause 30.3 an Employee who
worked 2 overtime hours at the rate of time and a half is entitled to 3 hours’
time off.

(d)

Time off must be taken:
(i)
within the period of 6 months after the overtime is worked; and
(ii)

at a time or times within that period of 6 months agreed by the
Employee and Employer.

(e)

If the Employee requests at any time, to be paid for overtime covered by an
agreement under clause 30.3 but not taken as time off, the Employer must
pay the Employee for the overtime, in the next pay period following the
request, at the overtime rate applicable to the overtime when worked.

(f)

If time off for overtime that has been worked is not taken within the period
of 6 months mentioned in paragraph (d), the Employer must pay the
Employee for the overtime, in the next pay period following those 6 months,
at the overtime rate applicable to the overtime when worked.

(g)

An Employer must not exert undue influence or undue pressure on an
Employee in relation to a decision by the Employee to make, or not make, an
agreement to take time off instead of payment for overtime.

(h)

An Employee may, under section 65 of the Act, request to take time off, at a
time or times specified in the request or to be subsequently agreed by the
Employer and the Employee, instead of being paid for overtime worked by
the Employee. If the Employer agrees to the request then clause 30.3 will
apply for overtime that has been worked.

(i)

If, on the termination of the Employee’s employment, time off for overtime
worked by the Employee to which clause 30.3 applies has not been taken, the
Employer must pay the Employee for the overtime at the overtime rate
applicable to the overtime when worked.

30.4 Rest period after overtime
(a)
An Employee who works an amount of overtime between the termination of
their ordinary duty on one day and the commencement of their ordinary duty
on the next day and such an Employee does not have a minimum break of 9.5
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consecutive hours between such times, such an Employee will be released
after completion of such overtime until they have had 9.5 consecutive hours
break from duty without loss of pay for ordinary working time during such
absence.
(b)

Provided that if such an Employee is required by the Employer to resume or
continue work without having had 9.5 consecutive hours minimum break,
they will be paid 200% of their normal hourly rate until they are released
from duty for that period. Such Employees will be entitled to be absent from
work until they have had 9.5 consecutive hours off duty without loss of
ordinary working time occurring during this absence.

30.5 Rest break during overtime
An Employee working overtime will take a paid rest break of 20 minutes after each
four hours of overtime worked if required to continue to work after the break.

31.

Shiftwork
31.1 This clause applies to all Employees.
(a)
Where an Employee works a rostered afternoon shift between Monday and
Friday, the Employee will be paid a loading of 15% of their ordinary rate of
pay.
(b)

Where an Employee works a rostered night shift between Monday and
Friday, the Employee will be paid a loading of 22.5% of their ordinary rate
of pay.

(c)

The provisions of this clause do not apply where an Employee commences
their ordinary hours of work after 12.00 noon and completes those hours at
or before 6.00 pm on that day.

(d)

For the purposes of this clause:
(i)
Afternoon shift means any shift commencing not earlier than 11am
and finishing after 6.00 pm on the same day; and
(ii)

(e)

32.

Night shift means any shift commencing on or after 6.00 pm and
finishing before 7.30 am on the following day.

The shift penalties prescribed in this clause will not apply to shiftwork
performed by an Employee on Saturday, Sunday or public holiday where the
extra payment prescribed by clause 28—applies.

Workload
32.1 The parties to this Agreement acknowledge that staff and management in the hospital
have a responsibility to maintain a balanced workload and recognise the adverse
effect that excessive or insufficient workloads may have. In addition, the parties to
this Agreement acknowledge that all staff and management have a duty to pursue
appropriate strategies and work practices in order to identify and eliminate
unnecessary tasks.
32.2 Both parties recognise the following principles:
(a)
The Employer will only request an Employee work overtime if the additional
hours are reasonable having regard to the considerations listed in sections
62(1) and (3) of the Act, including family and personal responsibilities.
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(b)

Family and personal responsibilities will be taken into account by
management when considering requesting an Employee to work overtime.

(c)

An Employee may refuse to work additional hours if they are unreasonable
having regard to the considerations prescribed in sections 62(2) and (3) of the
Act.

(d)

All efforts to maintain adequate staffing levels which have the effect of
minimising overtime usage shall be shown to have been adequately
undertaken.

(e)

Double shifts shall be avoided wherever possible.

(f)

Nursing Agency Shifts will be minimised.

32.3 The parties agree that staff and management shall have access to a number of avenues
to ensure that as changes or new processes are adopted, consideration will be given
to achieving a balanced workload for staff.
32.4 Staff and management are encouraged to utilise the following avenues for raising
workload issues:
(a)
Consult immediate supervisor;
(b)

Consult Nurse Unit Manager;

(c)

Raise issues at staff meetings;

(d)

Consult DON;

(e)

Consult General Manager; or

(f)

The Employee may seek assistance or advice from an Employee advocate or
the Union at any stage in this process.

32.5 The parties are committed to consultation in the work place to enable Employees to
participate in decisions that impact on their working lives. It is agreed that effective
consultation is dependent upon but not limited to commitment from both sides to
bargain in good faith, to have open and honest lines of communication and share
information.
32.6
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Workload Consultative Committee
(a)

A Workload Consultative Committee (WCC) will be established for the
parties covered by this Agreement.

(b)

The purposes of the WCC are to provide a forum to share information
and to consult on workplace issues and initiatives between Healthscope,
its employees and their union with the key objective of creating an
enhanced co-operative and consultative culture.

(c)

The parties agree to the following standing agenda items to be discussed
by the WCC throughout the life of the Agreement:
(i)

Meal breaks;

(ii)

Rostering of PCA's to assist with workloads;

(iii)

Mandatory training;

(iv)

Fatigue Management; and

(v)

Skills mix in rostering.

(d)

The WCC will not be used as a forum to raise, discuss and/or resolve
disputes or grievances that have been raised through the dispute
settlement procedure in clause 11 of this Agreement.

(e)

The WCC will meet on a quarterly basis. The first meeting of the WCC
will take place within three months from date of approval of this
Agreement.

(f)

Membership of the WCC will comprise equal representation of the
following:
(i)

Healthscope Management;

(ii)

ANMF; and

(iii)

Nominated employees.

Part 6—Leave and Public Holidays
33.

Annual leave
Annual leave is provided for in the NES. This clause contains additional provisions.
33.1 Quantum of annual leave
(a)
Full-time seven-day Employees (Employees required to work an aggregate
of ten Sundays and/or public holidays during any one leave year) are entitled
to six weeks (228 hours) annual leave.
(b)
(c)

(d)

All other full-time Employees are entitled to five weeks (190 hours) annual
leave.
Working and aggregate of 10 Sundays and/or public holidays - where an
Employee works an aggregate of 10 Sundays and/or public holidays per year,
with the start of the year based on the date of commencement of employment
with the Employer, that Employee shall be entitled to 6 weeks of annual
leave.
An aggregate of 10 Sundays and/or public holidays rostered On Call - where
an Employee is rostered On Call for 10 Sundays and/or public holidays per
year, with the start of the year based on the date of commencement of
employment with the Employer that Employee shall be entitled to 6 weeks of
annual leave. This will be applied pro rata for part-time Employees.

33.2 Excessive leave accruals: general provision
(a)
An Employee has an excessive leave accrual if the Employee has accrued
more than 10 weeks’ paid annual leave (or 12 weeks’ paid annual leave for a
seven-day Employee, as per clause 33.1(a)).
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(b)

If an Employee has an excessive leave accrual, the Employer or the Employee
may seek to confer with the other and genuinely try to reach agreement on
how to reduce or eliminate the excessive leave accrual.

(c)

Clause 33.3 sets out how an Employer may direct an Employee who has an
excessive leave accrual to take paid annual leave.

(d)

Clause 33.4 sets out how an Employee who has an excessive leave accrual
may require an Employer to grant paid annual leave requested by the
Employee.

33.3 Excessive leave accruals: direction by Employer that leave be taken
(a)
If an Employer has genuinely tried to reach agreement with an Employee
under clause 33.2(b) but agreement is not reached (including because the
Employee refuses to confer), the Employer may direct the Employee in
writing to take one or more periods of paid annual leave.
(b)

However, a direction by the Employer under paragraph 33.3(a):
(i)
is of no effect if it would result at any time in the Employee’s
remaining accrued entitlement to paid annual leave being less than 6
weeks when any other paid annual leave arrangements (whether made
under clause 33.2, 33.3 or otherwise agreed by the Employer and
Employee) are taken into account; and
(ii)

must not require the Employee to take any period of paid annual leave
of less than one week; and

(iii)

must not require the Employee to take a period of paid annual leave
beginning less than 8 weeks, or more than 12 months, after the
direction is given; and

(iv)

must not be inconsistent with any leave arrangement agreed by the
Employer and Employee.

(c)

The Employee must take paid annual leave in accordance with a direction
under paragraph (a) that is in effect.

(d)

An Employee to whom a direction has been given under paragraph (a) may
request to take a period of paid annual leave as if the direction had not been
given.

Note 1: Paid annual leave arising from a request mentioned in paragraph (d) may
result in the direction ceasing to have effect. See clause 33.3(b)(i).
Note 2: Under section 88(2) of the Act, the Employer must not unreasonably refuse
to agree to a request by the Employee to take paid annual leave.
33.4 Excessive leave accruals: request by Employee for leave
(a)
If an Employee has genuinely tried to reach agreement with an Employer
under clause 33.2(b) but agreement is not reached (including because the
Employer refuses to confer), the Employee may give a written notice to the
Employer requesting to take one or more periods of paid annual leave.
(b)
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However, an Employee may only give a notice to the Employer under
paragraph (a) if:

(c)

(i)

the Employee has had an excessive leave accrual for more than 6
months at the time of giving the notice; and

(ii)

the Employee has not been given a direction under clause 33.3(a) that,
when any other paid annual leave arrangements (whether made under
clause 33.2, 33.3 or 33.4 or otherwise agreed by the Employer and
Employee) are taken into account, would eliminate the Employee’s
excessive leave accrual.

A notice given by an Employee under paragraph (a) must not:
(i)
if granted, result in the Employee’s remaining accrued entitlement to
paid annual leave being at any time less than 6 weeks when any other
paid annual leave arrangements (whether made under clause 33.2,
33.3 or 33.4 or otherwise agreed by the Employer and Employee) are
taken into account; or
(ii)

provide for the Employee to take any period of paid annual leave of
less than one week; or

(iii)

provide for the Employee to take a period of paid annual leave
beginning less than 8 weeks, or more than 12 months, after the notice
is given; or

(iv)

be inconsistent with any leave arrangement agreed by the Employer
and Employee.

(d)

An Employee is not entitled to request by a notice under paragraph (a) more
than 5 weeks’ paid annual leave (or 6 weeks’ paid annual leave for a Seven
day Employee, as defined by clause 33.1(c) in any period of 12 months, if a
mutually agreed time of taking such leave cannot be decided.

(e)

The Employer must grant paid annual leave requested by a notice under
paragraph (a).

33.5 Electronic funds transfer (EFT) payment of annual leave
Despite anything else in this clause, an Employee paid by electronic funds transfer
(EFT) may be paid in accordance with their usual pay cycle while on paid annual
leave.
33.6 Annual leave loading
(a)
In addition to the ordinary pay as prescribed for Annual Leave an Employee
must receive whichever is the greater of either:
(i)
Leave loading will be applied at 17.5%, for all annual leave accrued
by the Employee.
(ii)

shift/weekend penalties, according to the roster or projected roster for
the period of leave

33.7 Payment of annual leave on termination
On the termination of their employment, an Employee will be paid their untaken
annual leave.
33.8 Cashing out of annual leave
(a)
Paid annual leave must not be cashed out except where there is agreement
between the Employee and Employer is in writing.
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(b)

Each cashing out of a particular amount of paid annual leave must be the
subject of a separate agreement.

(c)

The Employer and an Employee may agree in writing to the cashing out of a
particular amount of accrued paid annual leave by the Employee.

(d)

An agreement under this clause must state:
(i)

the amount of leave to be cashed out and the payment to be made to
the Employee for it; and

(ii)

the date on which the payment is to be made.

(e)

An agreement under this clause must be signed by the Employer and
Employee and, if the Employee is under 18 years of age, by the Employee’s
parent or guardian.

(f)

The payment must not be less than the amount that would have been payable
had the Employee taken the leave at the time the payment is made.

(g)

An agreement must not result in the Employee’s remaining accrued
entitlement to paid annual leave being less than 4 weeks.

(h)

The maximum amount of accrued paid annual leave that may be cashed out
in any period of 12 months is 2 weeks.

(i)

The Employer must keep a copy of any agreement under this clause as an
Employee record.

Note 1: Under section 344 of the Act, an Employer must not exert undue influence
or undue pressure on an Employee to make, or not make, an agreement under this
clause.
Note 2: Under section 345(1) of the Act, a person must not knowingly or recklessly
make a false or misleading representation about the workplace rights of another
person under this clause.
33.9
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Purchase of additional leave
(a)

An Employee may, with the agreement of the Employer, purchase an
additional week of annual leave per year.

(b)

Where an Employee purchases additional leave under this clause, the
Employee will receive a salary equal to the period worked (e.g. 51
weeks) which will be spread over a 52-week period. This equates to a
reduction in the Employee's hourly rate by 0.019231% for each
additional week of purchased leave.

(c)

Accrual of personal leave and long service leave will remain unchanged.

(d)

The Employer will endeavour to accommodate employee requests for
arrangements under this clause having regard to organisational
requirements. Requests for additional leave will not be unreasonably
refused.

34.

(e)

Approval for purchased leave will be assessed on an annual basis and
will be for a period of one year only (i.e. must be paid off over a 52 week
period in accordance with 33.9(b)).

(f)

If personal leave or other leave is taken while an Employee is working
under this arrangement, the daily rate of pay for the period of leave is the
fractional rate as described above in clause 33.9(b).

Public holidays
Public holidays are provided for in the NES. This clause contains additional provisions.
34.1 Payment for work done on public holidays
(a)
An Employee shall be entitled to the following public holidays:
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(b)

New Years Day, Australia Day, Good Friday, Easter Saturday, Easter
Monday, Anzac Day, May Day, Queen's Birthday, Picnic Day (1st Monday
in August), Show Day, Christmas Day and Boxing Day.

(c)

The day on which a public holiday is observed shall be in accordance with
and as stated in Schedule 2 of the Northern Territory Public Holidays Act
and as Gazetted from time to time.

(d)

Where in the Northern Territory or a locality within the Northern Territory,
an additional public holiday is proclaimed or gazetted by the Government,
any such holiday shall be observed.

(e)

All ordinary hours worked on any of the public holidays named in clause
34.1(b) and (c) above shall be paid for at the rate of 100% in addition to their
ordinary time rate. Alternatively, a full-time or part-time Employee may elect
to receive ordinary time payment for working that day and have the
equivalent hours that would otherwise be payable, credited to their annual
leave entitlement. For example, a full-time Employee who works 8 hours on
a public holiday would normally receive 16 hours pay. The Employee may
elect to receive 8 hours pay and have 8 hours credited to their annual leave
entitlement.

(f)

Casual Employees who work on a public holiday shall receive a payment of
70% in addition to their ordinary time rate.

(g)

Full time employees rostered off on a public holiday named in subclause
34.1(b) shall receive an additional half day's payment equivalent to a sum of
3.8 hours at the prescribed ordinary time rate, and 6 hours at the ordinary
prescribed rate for 12 hour shift workers.

(h)

Provided that Employees who work Monday to Friday shall receive no
additional entitlement for public holidays observed on Saturday and or
Sunday.

(i)

In determining whether a part-time nurse who works a rotating roster is
entitled to receive the public holiday benefits for a particular public holiday
not worked, the Employer will determine this by reviewing the roster pattern
of the individual nurse over the preceding six months. If the rosters show that
the nurse has worked 50% or more on the days on which a particular public

holiday falls, the nurse shall be entitled to receive the 'rostered off benefit for
that public holiday.
(j)

35.

Where an Employee who would ordinarily work on the day a public holiday
is observed receives permission from the Employer to be absent on that day,
such Employee shall receive payment at the ordinary prescribed rate for the
hours they would have worked on that day were it not a public holiday.

Ceremonial leave
An Employee who is legitimately required to attend and participate in a ceremony because
of their traditional and cultural position in the community and their traditional ties to
ceremony will be entitled to up to ten working days unpaid leave in any one year, with the
approval of the Employer.

36.

Personal/carer’s leave
Personal/carer’s leave and compassionate leave are provided for in the NES.
36.1 Personal/Sick Leave
(a)
When an Employee is absent from work on account of personal illness, the
Employer shall pay the Employee an amount to which the Employee would
have been entitled as ordinary pay subject to the following conditions and
limitations:
(b)

Sick leave entitlements shall be accrued as follows:
Full-time employees
i.
Full-time employees shall accumulate one day's entitlement
per month up to a maximum of 10 days in any one year of
service.
Part-time employees
ii.
Part-time employees shall accumulate their entitlement on a
pro-rata basis of their working hours, on the same basis as a
full-time Employee's entitlement is incurred

(c)

Employees shall not be entitled to be paid sick leave for any period in respect
of which worker's compensation is paid or payable.

(d)

Application for sick leave or family leave shall be in writing and if applied
for with pay, the application shall be accompanied by a medical certificate
completed by a legally qualified medical practitioner in the following
circumstances where an Employee has been absent:
(i)
in excess of one day; or
(ii)

(e)
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in excess of an aggregate of three single days in a year, each of which
no medical certificate was produced.

An Employee who becomes aware that they will be unable to attend work
because of the need to utilise sick leave shall forthwith notify the Employer
of their inability to attend work and advice the likely duration of the absence.
It is expected that the Employee will notify the Employer of their intended
absence before the commencing time of work and in sufficient time before
the Employee was to start work to enable the Employer to obtain a
replacement Employee if necessary.

36.2 Family Leave
(a)
An Employee with responsibilities in relation to either members of their
immediate family or members of their household who need their care and
support shall be entitled to use, in accordance with this clause, their sick leave
entitlement to provide care and support for such persons when they are ill.
(b)

The entitlement to use sick leave in accordance with this clause is subject to
the Employee being responsible for the care of the person concerned and the
person concerned being either:
(i)
a member of the Employee's immediate family; or
(ii)

(c)

The term immediate family includes:
(i)
a spouse, de facto partner, child, parent, grandparent, grandchild or
sibling of the Employee; or
(ii)

a child, parent, grandparent, grandchild or sibling of a spouse
or de facto partner of the Employee.

(d)

An Employee who becomes aware that they will be unable to attend work
because of the need to utilise family leave shall forthwith notify the Employer
of their inability to attend work and advice the likely duration of the absence.
It is expected that the Employee will notify the Employer of their intended
absence before the commencing time of work and in sufficient time before
the Employee was to start work to enable the Employer to obtain a
replacement Employee if necessary.

(e)

The granting of family leave will be subject to the personal leave provisions
of clause 36 of this Agreement.

(f)

Use of unpaid leave
(i)
An Employee, including a casual employee, is entitled to take 2 days
of unpaid leave for each occasion when a member of the Employee’s
immediate family, or a member of the Employee’s household,
requires care or support because of a personal illness, or personal
injury, affecting the member, or an unexpected emergency affecting
the member. Additional days may be granted with the consent of the
Employer. An Employee cannot take unpaid leave during a particular
period if the Employee could instead take paid sick/family leave.

(g)

Use of annual leave
(i)
Notwithstanding the provision of this clause, an Employee may
select, with the consent of the Employer, to take annual leave in single
day periods not exceeding five days in any calendar year at a time or
times agreed between them for the purpose of providing care to a
family member who is ill.
(ii)

(h)
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a member of the Employee's household.

Payment of annual leave loading, in respect of single day absences,
need not be made until at least five consecutive annual leave days are
taken.

Use of time off in lieu

(i)

37.

38.

An Employee may, with the consent of the Employer, utilise their
time off in lieu entitlement for the purpose of providing care to a
family member who is ill.

Compassionate Leave
(a)

A full-time or part-time Employee is entitled to up to a maximum of three
days paid leave plus two days paid travel time on production of
satisfactory evidence, on the occasion of the death or serious illness or
injury of the Employee’s wife, husband (which includes a person who
lives with the Employee as a de facto wife or husband), father, mother,
father- in-law, mother-in-law, brother, sister, grandfather, grandmother,
child, step-child, stillborn child, (or other relative as agreed to by the
Employer) or a member of the Employee’s household.

(b)

An Employee may take compassionate leave if they or their current
spouse or de facto partner has a miscarriage.

Community service leave
38.1 Entitlement to be absent from employment for engaging in eligible community
service activity.
An Employee who engages in an eligible community service activity is entitled to
be absent from his or her employment for a period if:
(a)
the period consists of one or more of the following:
(i)
time when the Employee engages in the activity;

(b)

(ii)

reasonable travelling time associated with the activity;

(iii)

reasonable rest time immediately following the activity; and

unless the activity is jury service--the Employee's absence is reasonable in all
the circumstances.

38.2 Meaning of eligible community service activity
General
(a)
Each of the following is an eligible community service activity:
(i)
jury service (including attendance for jury selection) that is required
by or under a law of the Commonwealth, a State or a Territory;
(ii)

a voluntary emergency management activity; or

(iii)

an activity prescribed in legislation.

38.3 Voluntary emergency management activities
(a)
An Employee engages in a voluntary emergency management activity if, and
only if:
(i)
the Employee engages in an activity that involves dealing with an
emergency or natural disaster;
(ii)
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the Employee engages in the activity on a voluntary basis (whether or
not the Employee directly or indirectly takes or agrees to take an
honorarium, gratuity or similar payment wholly or partly for engaging
in the activity);

(iii)

the Employee is a member of, or has a member-like association with,
a recognised emergency management body; and

(iv)

either:

the Employee was requested by or on behalf of the body to
engage in the activity; or


(b)

no such request was made, but it would be reasonable to
expect that, if the circumstances had permitted the making of
such a request, it is likely that such a request would have been
made.

A recognised emergency management body is:
(i)
a body, or part of a body, that has a role or function under a plan that:

is for coping with emergencies and/or disasters; and


is prepared by the Commonwealth, a State or a Territory; or

(ii)

a fire-fighting, civil defence or rescue body, or part of such a body;
or

(iii)

any other body, or part of a body, a substantial purpose of which
involves:

securing the safety of persons or animals in an emergency or
natural disaster;


protecting property in an emergency or natural disaster;



otherwise responding to an emergency or natural disaster; or



a body, or part of a body, prescribed by legislation;

(iv) but does not include a body that was established, or is continued in
existence, for the purpose, or for purposes that include the purpose,
of entitling one or more Employees to be absent from their
employment under this Division.
38.4 Notice and evidence requirements
Notice
(a)

An Employee who wants an absence from his or her employment to be
covered by this Division must give his or her Employer notice of the absence.

(b)

The notice:
(i)
must be given to the Employer as soon as practicable (which may be
a time after the absence has started); and
(ii)

must advise the Employer of the period, or expected period, of the
absence.

(iii) Evidence
(c)
An Employee who has given his or her Employer notice of an absence for
Community Service Leave must, if required by the Employer, give the
Employer evidence that would satisfy a reasonable person that the absence is
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because the Employee has been or will be engaging in an eligible community
service activity.
38.5 Payment to Employees (other than casuals) on jury service
Application of this subclause
(a)
This section applies if:
(i)
in accordance with this Division, an Employee is absent from his or
her employment for a period because of jury service; and
(ii)

the Employee is not a casual Employee.

Employee to be paid base rate of pay
(b)
The Employer must pay the Employee at the Employee's base rate of pay for
the Employee's ordinary hours of work in the period.
Evidence
(c)
The Employer may require the Employee to give the Employer evidence that
would satisfy a reasonable person:
(i)
that the Employee has taken all necessary steps to obtain any amount
of jury service pay to which the Employee is entitled; and
(ii)
(d)

of the total amount (even if it is a nil amount) of jury service pay that
has been paid, or is payable, to the Employee for the period.

If the Employer requires the Employee to give the Employer the evidence of
Jury Duty:
(i)
the Employee is not entitled to payment unless the Employee provides
the evidence; and
(ii)

if the Employee provides the evidence--the amount payable to the
Employee is reduced by the total amount of jury service pay that has
been paid, or is payable, to the Employee, as disclosed in the
evidence.

Payment only required for first 10 days of absence
(e)
If an Employee is absent because of jury service in relation to a particular
jury service summons for a period, or a number of periods, of more than 10
days in total:
(i)
the Employer is only required to pay the Employee for the first 10
days of absence;
(ii)

the evidence provided in response to a requirement
under subsection (3) need only relate to the first 10 days of absence;
and

(iii)

the reference in subsection (4) to the total amount of jury service pay
as disclosed in evidence is a reference to the total amount so disclosed
for the first 10 days of absence.

Meaning of jury service pay
(f)
Jury service pay means an amount paid in relation to jury service under a law
of the Commonwealth, a State or a Territory, other than an amount that is, or
that is in the nature of, an expense-related allowance.
Meaning of jury service summons
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(g)

39.

Jury service summons means a summons or other instruction (however
described) that requires a person to attend for, or perform, jury service.

Parental leave
39.1 Parental leave is provided for in the NES.
39.2 In addition to any unpaid entitlements, a paid parental/adoption leave benefit is
available to full-time and part-time Employees after 1 year of continuous service, the
benefit being 14 weeks (or 28 weeks at half pay) wages pro-rata 14 weeks (or 28
Weeks at half pay) wages based on the average weekly earnings over the past 12
months) to be paid on commencement of parental leave/adoption leave.
39.3

40.

Paid parental leave/adoption leave is available to an Employee who is/will be
the Primary Carer of a newborn or newly adopted child. The Primary Carer is
the person who meets the child's physical needs more than anyone else. Only
one person can be a child's Primary Carer on a particular day.

Long service leave
40.1 Subject to the following subclause, long service leave will be provided in accordance
with the Northern Territory Long Service Leave Act.

41.

(a)

Employees shall be entitled to thirteen (13) weeks’ long service leave after
ten (10) years of continuous service.

(b)

For each subsequent period of five (5) years’ continuous service, an
Employee is entitled to take long service leave equal to 1.3 weeks for each
completed year.

(c)

Pro rata long service leave shall be payable after 7 years’ continuous service
(but less than 10 years’ service) where an Employee ceases to be
an Employee on attaining the age at which he or she may retire, termination
of employment (other than for serious misconduct), ill health, death
or domestic or other pressing necessity, as to justify so ceasing to be an
Employee.

Varying Hours
Where an Employee has varied their employment status and hours during the period of
service leading up to eligibility for long service leave, each period of part time work shall
be calculated individually. The Employee’s entitlement shall be determined by the total of
each period worked.

42.

Study leave
42.1 The parties acknowledge the importance of the following:
(a)
Appropriate and comprehensive orientation and training of new Employees.
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(b)

The ongoing requirement for Employees to maintain their skills to keep up
to date with current nursing, medical practices, and legislative requirements.

(c)

The requirement for the Employer to provide a comprehensive
training/education programme that will assist nursing staff employed by the
Employer to provide quality professional service to their clients.

(d)

Ongoing professional development is recognised as a joint responsibility of
both parties.

(e)

The Employer will provide assistance to staff with approved courses and
training programmes in accordance with its policy.

42.2 The Employer agrees to three days study leave per annum (non-cumulative) for
permanent staff that have worked continuously at the Employer for greater than 12
months for attendance at interstate conferences where the study leave days apply to
time in attendance at the conference, not including travel time that would be taken
as annual leave.
42.3 The course would need to be relevant and beneficial to the hospital.
42.4 Staff members would need to apply for study leave from the hospital with reasonable
notice (a minimum of 4 weeks).
42.5 Verification of attendance at the conference would need to be supplied prior to
payment of study leave.

43.

Family and Domestic Violence Leave
43.1 For the purpose of this clause, family violence is defined as violent or threatening
behaviour (including physical, sexual, emotional, psychological or financial abuse)
directed towards an Employee by a member of the person's immediate family or
household that causes the Employee physical or psychological harm.
43.2 An Employee experiencing family and domestic violence will have access to up to
five (5) days per year of paid leave to attend police services, legal proceedings,
counselling, appointments with a medical or legal practitioner and relocation and
safety activities directly associated with alleviating the effects of family and
domestic violence. This leave entitlement is non-cumulative from year to year.
43.3 Upon exhaustion of the paid leave entitlement, an Employee may request further
periods of unpaid leave, for the same activities for which paid leave would be
available.
43.4 To access paid and unpaid leave, where requested, the Employee will provide the
Employer with evidence, to the Employer’s satisfaction, substantiating the
purpose(s) of the leave and that the leave is related to alleviating the effects of family
violence. The Employer may accept a variety of evidence in support of an
application for leave that would satisfy a reasonable person that leave was requested
for the purposes set out in clause 43.2. In collecting evidence in support of a leave
application, to protect privacy, it will be sufficient for the Employer to source
evidence establishing the definition of family violence. It will therefore generally
be unnecessary to access significant detail related to the precise circumstances of the
family violence.
43.5 Matters related to family violence can be sensitive matters and therefore, information
collected by the Employer associated with accessing leave will be managed in a
sensitive manner. Employees encountering circumstances of family violence are
also encouraged to discuss other ways where the Employer may be able to assist
them.
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Schedule A—Classification
1.

2.

Enrolled Nurse
a)
An Enrolled Nurse is a health care professional with current registration with the
Nursing and Midwifery Board of Australia.
b)

The position is responsible for the delivery of safe, researched-based standards of
nursing care to individuals/groups under the direction and supervision (either
indirect or direct) of the Registered Nurse.

c)

The EN retains responsibility for his/her practice and remains accountable for the
provision of the delegated nursing care.

d)

The EN must practice in accordance with state legislation, Healthscope policies and
procedures and maintain a current practicing certificate.

e)

Medication endorsed EN may administer medications according to state law and
organization policy.

Registered Nurse/ Registered Midwife (Level 1)
a)
A Registered Nurse is a health care professional with current registration with the
Nursing and Midwifery Board of Australia.
b)

A Registered Midwife is a health care professional with current registration with
the Nursing and Midwifery Board of Australia.

c)

The position is responsible for providing a high standard of evidence-based nursing
care to individuals/patients of varying ages and cultural groups within the
hospital/facility.

d)

The Registered Nurse (RN) will plan, assess, implement and evaluate nursing care
in collaboration with individuals /patients/their families and the multidisciplinary
team so as to achieve identified goals and health outcomes. The RN will take a
leadership role in the coordination of nursing care and work in partnership with
Enrolled Nurses (ENs) and Assistants in Nursing (AINs) providing supervision,
direction and guidance.

e)

The Registered Midwife (RM) will work in partnership with the woman to give the
necessary support, care and advice whilst respecting individual spiritual and
cultural beliefs during pregnancy, labour and the post-partum period, will conduct
births and to provide care for the newborn / infant.

f)

The RN will provide education, support and guidance to individuals/patients for the
management of their health recovery, rehabilitation or end of life needs.

g)

The RM will provide counseling and education in relation to antenatal education,
preparation for parenthood, women’s health, sexual / reproductive health and care
of the newborn.

h)

The RM will plan, assess, implement and evaluate midwifery care in collaboration
with women, their families and the multidisciplinary team so as to achieve
identified goals and health outcomes.

i)

The RM will take a leadership role in the coordination of midwifery care, provide
supervision and direction and guidance to junior Nurses and undergraduate
Midwives.
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3.

4.

j)

The RN/RM will work as part of the health care team, adhere to Healthscope and
site policies and procedures, contribute to the efficient, effective and economic
running of the unit /ward, participate in working parties or committees as required,
demonstrate a commitment to Continuous Quality Improvement through National
Safety & Quality Healthcare Standards (NSQHS), Workplace Health and Safety,
achievement of hospital/facility accreditation and deliver a high standard of
customer service at all times.

k)

The RN/RM will maintain a professional development portfolio with a
commitment to ongoing learning and development.

Clinical Nurse/Clinical Midwife (Level 2)
a)
The position is responsible for providing a high standard of evidence based nursing
care to individuals / patients of varying ages and cultural groups within the hospital
/ facility.
b)

The Clinical Nurse (CN)/Clinical Midwife (CM) will plan, assess, implement and
evaluate nursing care in collaboration with individuals /patients / their families and
the multidisciplinary team so as to achieve identified goals and health outcomes.

c)

The CN/CM will take a leadership role in the coordination of nursing care,
providing hands on nursing care, supervision, clinical education, direction and
support for Registered Nurses (RN), Enrolled Nurses (EN) and Assistants in
Nursing (AIN).

d)

The CN/CM will on a yearly basis undertake clinical presentations relevant to their
area of specialty. Provide support and guidance to nursing peers and individuals /
patients for the management of their health recovery, rehabilitation or end of life
needs.

e)

The CN/CM will work as part of the health care team, adhere to Healthscope and
site policies and procedures, contribute to the efficient, effective, and economic
running of the unit /ward, participate in working parties or committees (as required)
demonstrate a commitment to Continuous Quality Improvement, Occupational
Health and Safety, achievement of hospital / facility accreditation and deliver a
high standard of Customer service at all times.

f)

The CN/CM will maintain a professional development portfolio with a
commitment to ongoing learning and development

Nurse Unit Manager (Level 3/4)
a)
The position is responsible for providing leadership and direction to the ward / unit
to complement the strategic direction, operational processes, budget and business
direction of the hospital /facility.
b)

The Nurse Unit Manager (NUM) will provide operational direction for the unit /
ward to ensure efficient and effective management of the area and coordinate the
delivery of nursing care that is evidence based. In addition, he/ she will be
accountable and responsible for the effective management of human, financial and
material resources and ensure customer service is maintained at optimal levels.

c)

Where indicated the NUM will participate in the marketing initiatives of the
hospital / facility to promote growth, help identify clinical areas for expansion and
represent the hospital at external clinical forums.
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5.

d)

The NUM will undertake direct patient care as required providing guidance and
support to less experienced members of the nursing team.

e)

The NUM will work as part of the health care team, adhere to Healthscope and site
policies and procedures and key performance indicators, participate in working
parties or committees (as required) demonstrate a commitment to Continuous
Quality Improvement through National Safety & Quality Healthcare Standards
(NSQHS), Workplace Health and Safety and achievement of hospital / facility
accreditation.

f)

The NUM will take an active role in the management of WHS issues pertaining to
the unit so as to ensure safe work environment and safe practice for staff.

g)

The NUM will maintain a professional development portfolio with a commitment
to ongoing learning and development.

After Hours Manager – Hospital/Facility (Level 3/4)
a)
The position is responsible for after hours management of the hospital by
coordinating patient admissions, human, and material resources being the
emergency controller, authorization of staff and maintenance contractor call in and
providing clinical support as indicated.
b)
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The after hours manager will liaise with the executive member on – call and report
any significant events immediately

Schedule B – Wage Rates

Wage rate FFPP* on
or after 1 July 2021
2.5%
Annual
Hourly
Salary

General
Classifications
Enrolled Nurse
$31.82
NTEN1
$32.81
NTEN2
$33.83
NTEN3
$34.88
NTEN4
$35.97
NTEN5
Registered Nurse Grade 1
$35.97
NTRNL1/1
$37.63
NTRNL1/2
$39.72
NTRNL1/3
$41.45
NTRNL1/4
$43.59
NTRNL1/5
$45.34
NTRNL1/6
$47.08
NTRNL1/7
$48.52
NTRNL1/8
Registered Nurse Grade 2
$49.58
NTRNL2/1
$51.56
NTRNL2/2
$52.97
NTRNL2/3
Registered Nurse Grade 3A
$55.17
NTRNL3A/1
$57.10
NTRNL3A/2
$59.28
NTRNL3A/3
Registered Nurse Grade 4
$62.03
NTRNL4/1
$66.85
NTRNL4/2
$71.68
NTRNL4/3

Wage rate FFPP* on or
after 1 July 2022
2.5%
Annual
Hourly
Salary

3.83
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$

Hourly

Annual Salary

$63,085.98
$65,038.60
$67,056.66
$69,135.33
$71,312.17

$32.62
$33.63
$34.67
$35.75
$36.87

$64,663.13
$66,664.56
$68,733.07
$70,863.71
$73,094.98

$33.44
$34.47
$35.54
$36.64
$37.79

$66,279.71
$68,331.18
$70,451.40
$72,635.30
$74,922.35

$71,312.17
$74,595.62
$78,746.88
$82,169.71
$86,413.10
$89,872.29
$93,327.84
$96,177.37

$36.87
$38.57
$40.72
$42.49
$44.68
$46.47
$48.26
$49.73

$73,094.98
$76,460.51
$80,715.55
$84,223.95
$88,573.42
$92,119.09
$95,661.03
$98,581.80

$37.79
$39.54
$41.74
$43.55
$45.80
$47.63
$49.46
$50.97

$74,922.35
$78,372.02
$82,733.44
$86,329.55
$90,787.76
$94,422.07
$98,052.56
$101,046.35

$98,285.13
$102,214.59
$105,010.78

$50.82
$52.85
$54.30

$100,742.26
$104,769.95
$107,636.05

$52.09
$54.17
$55.66

$103,260.81
$107,389.20
$110,326.95

$109,371.74
$113,200.61
$117,503.39

$56.55
$58.53
$60.76

$112,106.04
$116,030.63
$120,440.97

$57.97
$60.00
$62.28

$114,908.69
$118,931.39
$123,452.00

$122,955.20
$132,523.11
$142,086.19

$63.58
$68.52
$73.47

$126,029.08
$135,836.19
$145,638.34

$65.17
$70.24
$75.30

$129,179.80
$139,232.09
$149,279.30

* FFPP means First Full Pay Period
ON CALL ALLOWANCE RATES
FFPP* on or after FFPP* on or after FFPP*on or after
1 July 2021
1 July 2022
1 July 2023
$

Wage rate FFPP* on or
after 1 July 2023
2.5%

3.93

$

4.03

Appendix 1 – Break Between Rostered Shifts Agreement
AGREEMENT TO WORK WITH A MINIMUM 9 HOUR BREAK BETWEEN SHIFTS IN
LIEU OF 9.5 HOUR BREAKS BETWEEN SHIFTS
When the employee and the employer mutually agree that the employee will not be unduly
fatigued and the employee’s professional competence will not be adversely affected by the
reduction in the break between shifts, an employee may agree to a break between shifts of not less
than nine hours.
Should you agree to this arrangement, please indicate in the space below:
I,
hereby
agree to work rostered shifts that provide a minimum nine (9) hour break between shifts in lieu of
a nine and a half (9.5) hour break.
I agree to this arrangement for the following period:
______/______/20____

to ______/______/20____

Signature:

______________________________________

Date: ______/______/20____
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